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Abstract

Non – formal education is one of the solution to help the student learning the subject. One of non – formal education is English course to complete the studying in formal education, to give more knowledge, human skill, and to be able to develop the ability, improving the skill and independence. When the students cannot get maximal in speaking English at school, they can join some courses that is focusing on English. LANGUAGE CENTER English Course has known well to make students able to speak English because they will be helped by 100 teachers who is professional in English. The Implementation of teaching speaking program at LANGUAGE CENTER English Course are including teacher’s preparation, material taught, teachers’ evaluation in learning, and students’ response toward the teacher in teaching speaking. The research used descriptive qualitative as research design. The subject was 13 students of basic speaking class at LANGUAGE CENTER English Course. The method used in collecting data was interview, observation and documentation. Interview and observation were used for collecting data on teacher’s preparation, material taught, teachers’ evaluation in learning, and students’ response toward the teacher in teaching speaking at LANGUAGE CENTER English Course and documentation used for collecting picture and video that we did research. The result of research is to show that teacher’s preparation, material taught, teacher’s evaluation and students’ response in teaching speaking program at LANGUAGE CENTER English Course was very good.
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BACKGROUND

As one of the parts of the global community, we cannot deny that English is important for the educational development. English is taught from the elementary level to the university level. In the classroom activity, some of the students are able to speak fluently and mostly are at low level. At schools, students have to learn four skills of English, those are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Speaking is needed to communicate because of mastering speaking skill. Students are able to make conversation with others, to give the ideas and to get the information. Most of students still cannot explain something well by using English.

Speaking is used to give instructions or to get things done, for example, to describe things or someone, to complain about people’s behavior, asking and giving services and others. The English instruction in some schools does not
demonstrate a satisfactory result. The teachers cannot deny the fact that this failure is caused by many problems during the instructional process. The problems of teaching are to be of particular importance. They have become interesting topics to discuss and analyze, especially for those who are directly involved with the teaching of English. However, the most important thing is teachers who are directly involved with the instructional activities. The teachers must try to look for the best solution to overcome the problems in order to reach the target of the teaching of English.

At school, the teachers give less attention to speak English. The teachers must have teaching strategies to make them practice their English-speaking skill. The teacher must be able to manage their assignments effectively. They are demanded to motivate the students in order to learn English well. By that statement, teaching method becomes the main point of the teaching learning English.

Based on some cases, Language Center (LC) English Course attempts to improve the speaking ability of the students. Language Center (LC) English Course is one of many courses in English village. To provide best learning system, LC focuses on three important things. The learning system are the qualified tutor and luxury infrastructure. The learners get some more facilities such as English camp, food, traveling and soon. The learners can focus in their learning by full day class. The program of LC are Intensive Program Package, Travelling Package, Full service Package, Holiday Package, TOEFL and IELTS, English Master, ILC (International Language Class)

The study findings are expected to provide valuable contribution to the program in improving English speaking ability. The study will be conducted by the title “The Implementation Of Teaching Speaking Program At Language Center English Course In Pare Kediri”.

**METHODS**

The design used in this study was a descriptive qualitative. It is designed to obtain information relating to the current status of phenomenon and presented toward determining the nature of situation that happen at a time of the research activities, not giving any treatment then describing the teaching speaking process happened at Language Center English Course. The researcher directly observed the process of teaching speaking that happened there. The researcher only collected the data and analyzed data to find the conclusion of research, and made an interpretation about the phenomenon which happened during the observational process descriptively. The researcher here described teacher’s preparation, material taught, teachers’ evaluation in learning, and students’ respond toward the teacher in teaching speaking at Language Center English Course.

It was established in Pare, August 08\textsuperscript{th} 2015 by Mr Abdul Wasik, Mr Arif Kuswanto and Mr Frandi in Singgahan, Pare, Kediri. This course is located on Jl. Langkat No.88 Singgahan-Pare Kediri. LC is qualified Institution and worthy enough to improve English language which provide better learning.

The method used in collecting data was interview, observation and documentation. In this research the instrument used to collect data was
observation, interview and documentation. Interview and observation used for collecting data on teacher’s preparation, material used, media used, method used, teachers’ evaluation in learning, and students’ respond toward the teacher in teaching speaking at Language Center English Course and documentation used for collecting picture that we did research.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

The teacher’s preparation was syllabus and lesson plan. The result of interview and observation were presented bellow. It was answered by the coordinator of basic speaking program in first month at Language Center English Course and the teacher of speaking at Language Center English Course. Based on the the interview and document could be found that Language Center English course had syllabus. The syllabus was very simple consisting of the material taught in LC. The lesson plan is the learning activity of the teacher in the classroom. lesson plan can guide the teacher to handle the class. The interview on 24th February 2018, It was answered by mr Abdussalam as the coordinator of basic speaking program in first month at Language Center English Course and the teacher of speaking at Language Center English Course. The most important finding in this research was to answer focus of study discuss about it.

It is in line with Parkes, J (2002) states that syllabus is a contract, permanent record, and learning tool. Thus, syllabus helps teachers control their class and manage their efficient time.

To know the material used in speaking class, we used interview and observation. The material of speaking applied in 16 meetings. The material taught supported the students to be confident to speak English. Teaching speaking material in LC was about introduction, telling time and daily activity, family, describing picture and so on. It is suitable with the goal of teaching speaking that teaching speaking should be taught in attractive and communicative activities. There are many types of classroom speaking activities. Harmer (2001:348-352) states there are six classroom speaking activities.

It is known that the evaluation of the teacher was taken by the score from their performance. It is appropriate with Arikunto (2009) in his book entitled “Dasar-Dasar Penilaian Pendidikan”, evaluation techniques that can be used as the assessment of the educational unit are written tests, observation, performance tests, portfolio assessment, self-assessment, and peer assessment.

The teacher always supports and gives them motivation as the teacher’s role. It is in line with Breen and Cadlin in Nunan, (199 :87). They state that the teacher has three main roles in communicative classroom to act as facilitator of communicative process as a participant as an observer and learner; that teachers had role to create teaching-learning situation. As the result, the students can receive the lesson easily.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this research is based on the focuses of the research, it can be concluded that there are some points related to the teaching speaking program at Language Center English Course. The researcher described the
teaching speaking into some parts. They are: (1) the teacher’s preparation of teaching speaking program at Language Center English Course, (2) The material taught in teaching speaking program at Language Center English Course, (3) the teacher’s evaluation of teaching speaking program at Language Center English Course, and (4) the students’ response toward teaching speaking program at Language Center English Course.

The teachers’ preparation did by the teacher of Language Center English Course was very good because she had syllabus and lesson plan in every teaching. The teachers motivated the students to be brave to speak English. It was supported by English zone and role. The material taught in teaching speaking class was variant to make the students to be antusiastic. The teacher was creative to take many suitable materials such as story that can make the students active their speaking as the goal of teaching speaking that teaching speaking should be taught in attractive and communicative activities and all stories had moral value that can be taken by students.

The evaluation did by the teacher was very good because it was done in every performance by giving the score according to scoring rubric of speaking and it was averaged in every Friday to know the students who got difficulties in learning and tried to look for the solving and it was evaluated again to get the final score. The students’ response in speaking class was very good. The students were enjoying, enthusiastic and active in the activities during the class because the teacher was funny and she always supports and gives them motivation without giving homework.
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